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Meetings, like every form of communication, are good for some things and not others. 

While it seems simple to say, “let’s have a meeting,” it is important to pause and consider 

if a meeting is really necessary.

This mini-guide includes 1 printable guide to help you write a desired outcome. The full 

guide contains an additional printable guide to using meeting alternatives as well as a 

list of common meetings, suggested desired outcomes and communication modes.

"Meetings are unique compared to other forms of 
communication like email, chat or collaborative document, 
as they require participants to interact real-time. Meetings 
are ideal for situations where participants need to listen to 

and respond to one another."
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How to Write a Desired Outcome

Consider the reason for the meeting and then write a desired outcome. It's tempting to answer 
the question why are we meeting? and therefore begin the statement with “to + verb,” such as to 
brainstorm, or to review.  However, “to + verb” statements create ambiguity and are often difficult 
to measure. 
 
Instead, answer the question what will we have at the end of the meeting? Or, finish the 
statement The outcome of this meeting is_____.
 
Here's a list of phrases to help you write a desired outcome that begins with a noun.

A list of...
Agreement on...
A decision on...
Alignment on...
Ideas for...
Events scheduled....
Stronger relationships among...
Completed...
Developed skills to...
Capability to...
Buy-in to...

Three to five questions for...
Enhanced version of...
Approval on...
Answers to...
Timeline set for...
Clarity on...
Next steps for...
Better understanding of...
Insights on...
Revised plan for...
Commitment to...

To learn more about how to use a desired outcome, see Chapter Six in 
Momentum: Creating Effective, Engaging and Enjoyable Meetings.
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